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Common coding theory suggests that any action (pressing a piano key) is intimately linked with its resul-
tant sensory effect (an auditory musical tone). We conducted two experiments to explore the effect of
varying auditory action–effect patterns during complex action learning. In Experiment 1, participants
were assigned to 1 of 4 groups, watched a silent video of a hand playing a sequence on a piano keyboard
with no auditory action effect (observation) and were asked to practise and perform the sequence on an
identical keyboard with varying action effects (reproduction). During reproduction, Group 1 heard no audi-
tory tones (identical to observed video), Group 2 heard typical scale-ascending piano tones with each key
press, Group 3 heard fixed but out-of-sequence piano tones with each key press, and Group 4 heard
random piano tones with each key press. In Experiment two, new participants were assigned to 1 of 2
groups and watched an identical video; however, the video in this experiment contained typical, scale-
ascending piano sounds. During reproduction, Group 1 heard no auditory tones while Group 2 heard
typical, scale-ascending piano tones with each key press (identical to observed video). Our results
showed that participants whose action–effect patterns during reproduction matched those in the observed
video learned the action sequence faster than participants whose action–effect patterns during reproduction
differed from those in the observed video. Additionally, our results suggest that adding an effect during
reproduction (when one is absent during observation) is somewhat more detrimental to action sequence
learning than removing an effect during reproduction (when one is present during observation).

Keywords: Action–effect association; Observational learning; Action observation and execution;
Stimulus–response compatibility; Common coding theory

With the proliferation of the internet and on-
demand television, people are increasingly acces-
sing didactic material presented via “video”
format. A natural limitation of this detached

instructional tool is its lack of reciprocity: Because
the teacher and learner cannot interact, information
must be conveyed and mastered through demon-
stration and mimicry. Although this form of
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educational delivery may well suit the transmission
of isolated information (e.g., dates or simple facts),
it is unclear how conducive this format is to the
conveyance of dynamic information (e.g., complex
action learning). In this context, the term
“dynamic” refers to skills or behaviours that gener-
ate unique and intelligible effects within the
environment. For instance, when one is learning
to play the piano, not only must each individual
finger movement be generated and committed to
memory (action), but also the resultant tone engen-
dered by each key depression must be attended to
and mastered (effect: for details, Prinz, 2010). In
this example, although actions and sensory effects
are encoded simultaneously, it remains somewhat
unclear what effect each has on the overall learning
of said action patterns and, accordingly, what
should be present/absent in a “video” lesson.

There has been a long history of research explor-
ing the link between motor and sensory integration.
First suggested over 30 years ago, common coding
theory (CCT) posits that actions are intimately
linked with their resultant sensory effects (Prinz,
1984, 1990). For instance, the act of flipping on a
light switch and the resultant sensation of visual
illumination are not experientially exclusive
events, rather they are co-relational and commonly
encoded. Elsner and Hommel (2001) provided
compelling support for this associative action–
effect coding hypothesis. During a primary acqui-
sition phase, participants heard task-irrelevant but
consistent auditory tones in response to the press-
ing of two buttons. During a subsequent test
phase, participants were presented with auditory
tones and were asked to press one of the buttons
in response. Elsner and Hommel reported faster
motor response times when the tone was consistent
with the earlier acquired action–effect correlation.
This finding and variations thereof have since
been replicated by several researchers (Drost,
Rieger, Brass, Gunter, & Prinz, 2005; Elsner &
Hommel, 2004; Herwig & Waszak, 2009;
Hoffman, Sebald, & Stocker, 2001; Kunde,
Hoffmann, & Zellmann, 2002).

As can be predicted, the majority of CCT
research to date has been undertaken during con-
ditions of active motor exploration. However, the

consequences of this theory have not been
thoroughly examined with regards to observational
learning: the reproduction of a novel pattern of
action following the visual observation of one or
more correct performances of said pattern
(Doody, Bird, & Ross, 1985). As outlined above,
online and on-demand videos are necessarily obser-
vational by nature. Possible mechanisms by which
observation can lead to learning have recently
been elucidated via imaging research, which has
revealed common neural activation patterns
during both action observation and action
execution (Buccino et al., 2004; Gazzola &
Keysers, 2009; Nelissen, Luppino, Vanduffel,
Rizzolatti, & Orban, 2005; Rizzolatti &
Sinigaglia, 2010). However, despite these findings,
questions regarding action–effect relationships
during observational learning still remain. Put dif-
ferently, it remains unclear what role observed
action effects versus performed action effects play
in later skill reproduction and mastery.

Recently, Paulus, van Dam, Hunnius,
Lindemann, and Bekkering (2011) explored an
aspect of this question. During an observational
learning phase, participants observed a model
pressing two buttons, each producing a specific
and consistent auditory tone. Later, during an
execution phase, participants were presented with
tones and were asked to press one of the buttons
in response. Paulus et al. found that reaction
times were shortened if the tone–button (action–
effect) relationship was the same as that during
the observation phase. Whereas this finding is cer-
tainly suggestive of action–effect transfer, it
explores a somewhat simple reactionary (rather
than complex active) reproduction of the observed
actions. Therefore, it is difficult to extrapolate this
finding to the learning and execution of a more
complex observational action learning paradigm,
such as playing a musical instrument.

To examine this concept, we conducted two
experiments examining auditory effects on observa-
tional action learning. Over the course of several
days, musically naïve subjects were alternately pre-
sented with a video of a skilled musician playing a
15-second action sequence on an electronic piano
keyboard and were asked to reproduce said
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sequence on an identical keyboard. In the first
experiment, the observational video contained no
auditory sounds. As such, auditory action–effect
relationships were only present during the later
sequence reproduction stages. In the second exper-
iment, the video contained typical piano tones with
each key press thereby creating an auditory action–
effect relationship during the observational phase as
well as during the reproduction phase.
Experimental conditions varied according to the
auditory tones (effect) generated following each
keystroke (action) during sequence reproduction
phases.

For our first experiment, as the observed video
contained no auditory piano effects, we hypoth-
esized that the auditory action–effect relationship
experienced during the reproduction phase would
dictate how the action sequence would ultimately
be learned and encoded. More specifically, we
anticipated that the addition of standard, scale-
ascending piano tones during the reproduction
phase would lead to faster learning than the
addition of scale-independent, random, or no
piano tones. We made this hypothesis as standard,
scale-ascending piano tones represent an intuitive
action–effect relationship congruent with likely
expectations for what tones “should” have been
present in the video (namely, as the piano key
presses ascend step-wise, so too do the auditory
tones produced). Conversely, the scale-indepen-
dent, random, and no piano tones represent coun-
terintuitive action–effect relationships incongruent
with expectations and probably requiring additional
effort to account for and successfully learn.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Subjects
Twenty-four male and 36 female subjects were
enrolled and were randomly assigned to one of
four conditions (outlined below). All subjects
were musically naïve and had received no formal
training in either a musical instrument or vocal
choir (self-reported prior to enrolment). During

the study, two subjects dropped out (no auditory
effects, Ø, and fixed-ordered, FO, conditions),
and two subjects were not included in analysis
due to recording errors in the computer system uti-
lized (fixed-disordered, FD, and random, R,
conditions).

Apparatus
Subjects sat at a table with a computer monitor
positioned immediately to the left of an 88-key
electronic piano keyboard. The monitor was used
to present the action sequence video to the partici-
pants. Five keys in the middle of the keyboard were
marked. The keyboard was connected to two exter-
nal speakers (placed on either side of the subject)
and an Apple computer. A MIDI computer
program was used to record the sequence and
timing of each button pressed during subject prac-
tice sessions. During practice, an external metro-
nome set to 60 bpm was placed atop the
keyboard. The metronome generated a constant,
high-pitched electronic beep and a flashing red
light.

Experimental conditions
Subjects were divided into four groups according to
the auditory effects generated following each key
press. It is worth noting here that the observational
video that each participant watched and learned
from (described below) contained no auditory
effects following each key press. During the
action sequence practice and performance stages,
the first group heard no auditory effects (Ø con-
dition—identical to the observational video), the
second group heard fixed-ordered scale-ascending
piano tones with each key press (FO condition—
1:C, 2:D, 3:E, 4:F, and 5:G), the third group
heard fixed-disordered, scale-independent piano
tones with each key press (FD condition—1:D, 2:
F, 3:E, 4:G, and 5:C), and the fourth group
heard random (R condition) piano tones with
each key press (Figure 1).

As noted above, we hypothesized that the
action–effect relationship during the action
sequence and performance stages would dictate
how each person learned the sequence; more
specifically, we assumed that standard,
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scale-ascending piano tones would aid individuals
in learning the sequence. We chose these four
conditions to help elucidate this hypothesis. As
the FO group experienced standard, scale-ascend-
ing piano tones, we expected these individuals to
display faster learning. The FD group was included
to determine whether learning effects could be
attributed to any set of fixed auditory effects
(rather than only the scale-ascending nature of
the FO effects). The R group was included to
determine whether learning effects could be attrib-
uted to the inclusion of any set of auditory effects,
regardless of reliability or predictability. Finally,
the Ø group was chosen as a baseline condition
against which to compare any effects (though this
was the only group to directly match the silent
observational video).

Design and procedure
With the exception of the tones generated during
each button press, each subject underwent an iden-
tical protocol. Participants came to the lab on three
consecutive days for approximately 45 minutes each
day. Each day consisted of alternating blocks of
observing, practising, and performing the action
sequence (Figure 2).

Video. The action sequence video showed a skilled
musician playing a pattern using five marked keys
in the middle of an electronic piano keyboard (the
middle C, D, E, F, and G keys—hereafter referred
to as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively). Each key was
exclusively pressed by either the thumb or one of
the four digits. Although the key presses were
silent, the video did contain a high-pitched

Figure 1. Experiment 1: Subjects observed a silent, first-person view of a musician playing an action sequence on the piano keyboard. When

practising the sequence, subjects heard: (a) no auditory effect (Ø); (b) fixed-ordered (FO) scale-ascending piano tones; (c) fixed-disordered (FD)

scale-independent piano tones; or (d) random (R) piano tones. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online version of this Journal.
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electronic beep playing at 60 bpm. The perspective
of the video was first person from the view of the
musician (Figure 1). During observation, subjects
were asked to sit comfortably with their hands in
their laps. They were not allowed to practise
along with the video nor move their fingers whilst
watching the video.

Sequence. The action sequence was approximately
15 s long and consisted of 29 key presses (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3, 5, 3, 4, 3, 2, 5, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3,
4, 2, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1). Key presses were separated by
exactly 500 ms.

Practice. Following action observation, subjects were
given time to practise the sequence from memory.
During practice, each button press generated

either no sound or auditory tones according to
experimental condition (Figure 1). Subjects prac-
tised for a total of 30 min on each of the three days.

Performance. Following each practice block and at
the start of Days 2 and 3, subjects were asked to
perform the action sequence one time through as
best they could. During this performance, the rel-
evant tones continued to be produced, and the
metronome remained on.

Data analysis
Over the course of three days, 17 performance
sequences were recorded: one following each prac-
tice block and one at the start of Days 2 and 3
(Figure 2). Performances were graded and analysed
separately on two dimensions: sequence and

Figure 2. Experiment 1: Schematic of three-day training sequence. Red squares represent the observational phase (number of times consecutively

viewing the video), blue squares represent the practice phase (in minutes), and green dots represent the reproduction phase (one “performance” per

time point). In total, participants watched the action sequence video 63 times interleaved with 90 minutes of practice time and 17

“performances”. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online version of this Journal.
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timing. To grade each, a point system was devel-
oped. For the sequence score, subjects were
granted one point for each note played in its
correct sequential position (max sequence score =
29). For timing score, subjects were granted one
point for each note played within 25 ms of the
correct 500-ms interval (between 475 and 525
ms; max timing score = 28). We opted to analyse
each dimension separately as research has demon-
strated that, when learning a piano sequence,
novices tend to focus primarily on sequence accu-
racy prior to sequence timing (Drake & Palmer,
2000; Gabrielsson, 2003; Hallam, 1997).
Accordingly, in order to differentiate any learning
differences in these unique dimensions (and to
avoid any plateau of accuracy impacting timing
analysis), we have analysed each separately.

One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were
run to compare sequence and timing scores (separ-
ately) between the four conditions at T1 and at T17
to determine any differences in “starting” and “fin-
ishing” competency. A two-way mixed-model
ANOVA (Group × Time), Bonferroni-corrected
independent-sample t-test was run to compare
sequence accuracy and timing accuracy (separately)
between groups. In order to better visualize per-
formance dynamics, nonlinear regression curves
were modelled and utilized to compare sequence
and timing scores between groups across the
entire experimental sequence; 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) were determined for these regression
curves.

Results

Sequence scores (Figure 3a)
A one-way ANOVA between groups for the first
recording (T1) and the final recording (T17)
showed no significant differences, suggesting that
all groups began and ended the experiment at the
same level of sequence competency [T1: F(3, 52)
= 0.652, p = .602; T17: F(3, 52) = 2.004, p =
.125). A two-way ANOVA (Group × Time)
revealed a significant main effect of time, F(16,
832) = 30.168, p , .001, such that sequence
scores significantly changed within groups across
the study. This increase in scores can be understood
as overall learning of the sequence. A significant
main effect of group was also determined, F(3,
52)= 4.018, p, .001, suggesting a learning differ-
ential between conditions. The interaction effect
was trending towards significance, F(48, 832) =
1.422, p= .069. Post hoc analysis showed a signifi-
cant difference between the Ø and FO groups
(Mean Difference = 2.4118, p = .014) such that
the Ø group achieved higher scores than the FO
group, but no other significant differences.

To determine which group learned the sequence
fastest, a Michaelis–Menten nonlinear regression
curve was fitted to each condition [B0 × x/
(B1 + x); B0 = maximum score, B1 = point of
half maximum score]. B0 was constrained at 29
(maximum possible score), and standard error esti-
mates were bootstrapped (Figure 4). A look at
Table 1 shows a 5% trimmed CI differential

Figure 3. Experiment 1: (A) Average group sequence scores. (B) Average group timing scores. Black=Ø (no auditory effects); red= FO (fixed-

ordered); green = FD (fixed-disordered); blue = R (random). Error bars represent +1 standard error. To view this figure in colour, please

visit the online version of this Journal.
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between Ø and FO but not between any other
group. This suggests that the Ø learned the
sequence at a faster rate than the FO group.

To better elucidate differences in sequence learn-
ing speed, Michaelis–Menten nonlinear regression
curves were fit to each individual (constraints as out-
lined above), and statistics were run between groups
utilizing the B1 value (the time point at which the
learner reached half maximum possible score). A
one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference
in B1 values, F(3, 52) = 4.562, p = .007. Post hoc
analysis showed a significant difference between
the Ø and FO groups (MD = 0.847, p = .011)
but no other significant differences (Figure 5).

Finally, uncorrected within-subjects t-tests were
run between T5 and T6 and between T11 and T12

to explore sequence retention between study days.
A significant difference was found between T11
and T12 for the FO group, t(13) = 2.468,
p = .028. No other significant differences were
found.

Timing scores (Figure 3b)
A one-way ANOVA between groups for the first
recording (T1) and the final recording (T17)
showed no significant differences, suggesting that
all groups began and ended the experiment at the
same level of timing competency [T1: F(3, 52) =
0.625, p = .602; T17: F(3, 52) = 0.901, p =
.447]. A two-way ANOVA (Group × Time)
revealed a significant main effect of time, F(16,
832) = 23.124, p , .001, such that timing scores

Figure 4. Experiment 1: Nonlinear regression curves for sequence scores; y axis = sequence score; x axis = performance number (time). Ø= no

auditory effects; FO = fixed-ordered; FD = fixed-disordered; R = random. (A) Mean sequence score curves for all groups. (B) Mean sequence

score curves showing confidence interval (CI) range comparing Ø and FO. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online version of this

Journal.

Table 1.Nonlinear regression equations and statistics for sequence scores in Experiment 1

Group

Equation

B0 × x/(B1 + x)

B1

R2SE 5% trimmed CI interval

Ø 29x/(0.583 + x) 0.160 0.218–0.921 .933

FO 29x/(1.351 + x) 0.199 1.004–1.784 .890

FD 29x/(1.065 + x) 0.134 0.752–1.264 .942

R 29x/(0.735 + x) 0.142 0.544–1.079 .942

Note: Ø = no auditory effects; FO = fixed-ordered; FD = fixed-disordered; R =
random; CI = confidence interval; B0 = maximum score, B1 = point of half

maximum score.
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significantly changed within groups across the
study. This increase in scores can be understood
as overall learning of the timing. Neither the
main effect of group, F(3, 52) = 1.928, p = .136,
nor the interaction effect, F(48, 832) = 1.058,
p = .369, was significant.

Finally, uncorrected within-subjects t-tests were
run between T5 and T6 and between T11 and T12
to explore timing retention between study days. No
significant differences were found.

Discussion

In this experiment, we explored the effect of
varying auditory action–effects during a reproduc-
tion stage on complex action learning following
the observation of a video clip with no auditory
action–effects. We anticipated that the auditory
action–effect experienced during the reproduction
stages would dictate the speed and accuracy of
action learning. More specifically, we hypothesized
that the FO group would learn both the sequence
and timing faster than the other groups.

Interestingly, our data reveal that, whereas there
were no significant differences in learning of the
timing between groups, the Ø group (identical to
the observed video) reached learning midpoint of
the sequence significantly faster than the FO

group. This goes against our hypothesis and may
suggest that what we anticipated to be a non-
action-effect during the observational phase (in
this case, actions with no tonal effect) may have,
in fact, influenced later learning and performance.
It is also interesting to note that there were no sig-
nificant differences in the sequence learning curves
of the Ø, FD, and R group. This may suggest that
the state or quality of the effects during the practice
and performance stages may impact learning speed.

There are two possible interpretations of these
findings. The first is that the action effect encoun-
tered during the observational phase (even if the
observed effect is silence) does have an effect on
sequence learning . This supposition certainly
appears to be supported by the learning curve
slope differentials between the Ø and FO groups.
Under this interpretation, the addition of auditory
tones during the FO reproduction phases may
have forced participants to “overwrite” the action–
effect relationship encountered in the video
(action movement/silence) and develop a secondary
action–effect relationship reflective of their con-
dition. This need to learn two unique action–
effect relationships may have contributed to the
longer learning duration. However, this interpret-
ation does not fully explain why the FD and R
groups did not learn at a significantly slower pace
than the Ø group. A second interpretation suggests
that the more predictable and consistent an action–
effect relationship is (as with FO), the more nega-
tively a learning curve may be impacted. Conversly,
the more unpredictable and inconsistent an action–
effect relationship is (as with R), the less a learning
curve may be impacted. Most likely, these two
interpretations are not mutually exclusive, and
there is some contribution from both the observed
action effect and quality of the later encountered
action effect.

An important confound to consider may be
auditory interference. Perhaps the addition of
tones during the reproduction phase simply con-
fused participants in the FO group, thereby inter-
fering with their learning and generating a
shallower learning curve. It is interesting to note,
however, that this confound would most likely
additionally impact timing scores—something our

Figure 5. Experiment 1: Time needed to reach half the maximum

sequence score (14.5). Error bars represent +2 standard errors. Ø

=no auditory effects; FO = fixed-ordered; FD = fixed-disordered;

R = random. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online

version of this Journal.
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results do not show. Also, simple auditory interfer-
ence would most likely have similarly impacted the
FD and R groups. Whereas their learning curves
were, indeed, shallower than those of the Ø
group, the differences did not reach significance.

EXPERIMENT 2

In order to determine whether the findings from
Experiment 1 reflect observational action–effect
transfer, practice/performance action–effect
qualia, or auditory interference, we conducted a
secondary study. In this experiment, we utilized
the same observational action sequence video as
that in Experiment 1, except this time we
included the fixed, ordered, scale-ascending audi-
tory piano tone effects in the video (FO obser-
vation, rather than silence). During the practice
stages, one group heard tonal effects identical to
the video (FO2) whereas a second group heard
no auditory effects (Ø2). If the results of the pre-
vious experiment reflect observational action–
effect transfer, we expected that the FO2 group
would show faster learning of the correct action
timing. However, if the earlier results reflect an
action–effect interaction between observation and
practice/performance, then we should see no real
difference between the FO2 and Ø2 groups, as
neither group will encounter a secondary action–
effect relationship. Finally, if the results of the
previous experiment reflect auditory interference,
then we expect that the FO2 group will, again,
learn slower than the Ø2 group as there will be
an identical level of interference to that in
Experiment 1.

Method

Subjects
Twenty-four new subjects were enrolled (9 male,
15 female) and were randomly assigned to either
the Ø2 or the FO2 group. All new subjects were
musically naïve and had received no formal training
in either a musical instrument or a vocal choir (self-
reported prior to enrolment).

Apparatus
The apparatus was identical to that in Experiment
1 (see earlier).

Experimental conditions
Subjects were divided into two groups. During the
action sequence practice stages, the first group
heard no auditory effects (Ø2 condition) while the
second group heard fixed, ordered, scale-ascending
piano tones with each key press (FO2 condition—
1:C, 2:D, 3:E, 4:F, and 5:G—Figure 6).

Design and procedure
With the exception of the tones generated during
each button press, each subject underwent an iden-
tical protocol. Participants came to the lab only on
two consecutive days for approximately 45 minutes
each day. Each day consisted of alternating blocks

Figure 6. Experiment 2: Subjects observed a fixed-ordered auditory,

first-person view of a musician playing an action sequence on the

piano keyboard. When practising the sequence, subjects heard

either: (a) no auditory effect (Ø2), or (b) a fixed-ordered (FO2)

tonal scale. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online

version of this Journal.
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of observing, practising, and performing the action
sequence (see first two days of Figure 2).

Video. The video was identical to the video utilized
in Experiment 1 (see earlier) except, instead of no
auditory effects, each key press generated a fixed,
ordered, scale-ascending piano auditory tone
effect (1:C, 2:D, 3:C, 4:D, and 5:E).

Sequence. The action sequence was approximately
15 s long and consisted of 29 key presses (see
earlier). Key presses were separated by exactly
500 ms.

Practice. Following action observation, subjects
were given time to practise the sequence from
memory. During practice, each button press gener-
ated either no sound or auditory tones according to
experimental condition (Figure 6). Subjects prac-
tised for a total of 30 min on each of the three days.

Performance. Following each practice block and at
the start of Day 2, subjects were asked to perform
the action sequence one time through as best they
could. During this performance, the relevant
tones continued to be produced, and the metro-
nome remained on.

Data analysis
We utilized the same scoring scale and analysis as
those in Experiment 1 (see earlier).

Results

Sequence scores (Figure 7a)
A one-way ANOVA between groups for the first
recording (T1) and the final recording (T17)
showed no significant differences, suggesting that
each group began and ended the experiment at
the same level of sequence competency [T1: F(1,
26) = 1.423, p = .234; T17: F(1, 26) = 0.370,
p = .548]. A two-way ANOVA (Group × Time)
revealed a significant main effect of time, F(10,
260) = 13.170, p , .001, such that sequence
scores significantly changed within groups across
the study. This increase in scores can be understood
as overall learning of the sequence. A significant
main effect of group was also determined, F(1,
26) = 8.281, p = .008, such that the FO2 group
achieved higher scores than the Ø2 group,
suggesting a learning differential between con-
ditions. The interaction effect was nonsignificant,
F(10, 260) = 1.451, p = .158.

To determine which group learned the sequence
fastest, a Michaelis–Menten nonlinear curve was
fitted to each condition [B0 × x/(B1 + x); B0 =

Figure 7. Experiment 2: (A) Average group sequence scores. (B) Average group timing scores. Black = Ø2 (no auditory effect); red = FO2

(fixed-ordered). Error bars represent +1 standard error. To view this figure in colour, please visit the online version of this Journal.
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maximum score, B1 = point of half maximum
score]. B0 was constrained at 29 (total possible
score), and standard error estimates were boot-
strapped (Figure 8). A look at Table 2 shows a
5% trimmed CI differential between Ø2 and FO2.
This suggests that the FO2 learned the sequence
at a faster rate than the Ø2 group.

To better elucidate differences in sequence
learning speed, Michaelis–Menten nonlinear
regression curves were fitted to each individual
(constraints as outlined above), and statistics were
run between groups utilizing the B1 value (the
time point at which the learner reached half the
maximum possible score). A one-way ANOVA
revealed a significant difference in B1 values, F(1,
26) = 6.84, p = .015 (Figure 9).

Finally, uncorrected within-subjects t-tests were
run between T5 and T6 to explore sequence

retention between study days. No significant differ-
ences were found.

Timing scores (Figure 7b)
A one-way ANOVA between groups for the first
recording (T1) and the final recording (T11)
showed no significant differences, suggesting that
each group began and ended the experiment at
the same level of timing competency [T1: F(1,
26) = 0.360, p = .554; T17: F(1, 26) = 2.167,
p = .153]. A two-way ANOVA (Group × Time)
revealed a significant main effect of time, F(10,
260) = 9.786, p , .001, such that timing scores

Figure 8. Experiment 2: Nonlinear regression curves for sequence scores; y axis = sequence score; x axis = performance number (time). (A)

Mean sequence score curves. (B) Sequence score curves showing confidence interval (CI) range comparing Ø2 (no auditory effect) and FO2

(fixed-ordered). To view this figure in colour, please visit the online version of this Journal.

Figure 9. Experiment 2: Time needed to reach half maximum

sequence score (14.5). Error bars represent +2 standard errors. Ø2

= no auditory effect; FO2 = fixed-ordered. To view this figure in

colour, please visit the online version of this Journal.

Table 2. Nonlinear regression equations and statistics for Ø2 and

FO2 sequence scores in Experiment 2

Group

Equation

B0 × x/(B1 + x)

B1

R2SE

5% trimmed

CI interval

Ø2 29x/(0.734 + x) 0.068 0.558–0.869 .964

FO2 29x/(0.304 + x) 0.102 0.045–0.515 .951

Note: Ø = no auditory effects; FO = fixed-ordered; CI =
confidence interval; B0 = maximum score, B1 = point of

half maximum score.
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significantly changed within groups across the
study. This increase in scores can be understood
as overall learning of the timing. Neither the
main effect of group, F(1, 26) = 1.765, p = .196,
nor the interaction effect, F(10, 260) = 0.929,
p = .507, was significant.

Finally, uncorrected within-subjects t-tests were
run between T5 and T6 to explore timing retention
between study days. Both groups displayed a sig-
nificant difference in timing scores [Ø2: t(13) =
3.526, p = .004; FO2: t(13) = 3.269, p = .006].
A between-subjects t-test showed no difference of
the timing differential (T5 – T6) between groups,
t(26) = 1.119, p = .274.

Discussion

Our data reveal that, similar to Experiment 1, the
group whose motor reproduction action–effect con-
dition matched that of the observed video (FO2)
learned the sequence at a significantly faster rate.
Interestingly, both groups showed a significant
decrease in timing scores between study days,
thereby suggesting a lower timing retention than
that seen in Experiment 1. Timing effects aside,
these results appear to support the action–effect
transfer hypothesis. If the earlier action–effect inter-
action or auditory interference hypotheses were
correct, then we would have expected the Ø2 group
to perform equally to or better than the FO2 group.
Thiswasnot the case.Tobetter tease out the relation-
ship between observation and reproduction action–
effect conditions, we decided to compare the Ø and
FO groups from Experiment 1 with the Ø2 and
FO2 groups from Experiment 2. As Experiment 2
was one day shorter than Experiment 1, we only uti-
lized the first 11 performances from Ø and FO.

Combined analysis (groups Ø, FO, Ø2, and
FO2)

Sequence scores
A one-way ANOVA between groups for the first
recording (T1) and the final recording (T11)
showed no significant differences, suggesting that
all groups began the experiment and ended the
experiment at the same level of sequence

competency [T1: F(3, 52) = 2.763, p = .051;
T17: F(3, 52) = 0.733, p = .537]. A two-way
ANOVA (Group × Time) revealed a significant
main effect of time, F(10, 520) = 13.286,
p , .001, such that sequence scores significantly
changed within groups across the study. This
increase in scores can be understood as overall
learning of the sequence. A significant main effect
of group was also determined, F(3, 572) = 3.416,
p = .024, suggesting a learning differential
between conditions. The interaction effect was
nonsignificant, F(30, 520) = 1.743, p = .170.
Post hoc analysis showed a significant difference
between the FO and FO2 groups (MD = 3.506,
p = .031), the FO and Ø groups (MD = 4.701,
p = .004), and the Ø2 and FO2 groups (MD =
2.487, p = .013).

To determine which group learned the sequence
fastest, a Michaelis–Menten nonlinear curve was
fitted to each condition [B0 × x/(B1 + x); B0 =
the plateau value, B1 = curve midpoint]. B0 was
constrained at 29 (total possible score), and
standard error estimates were bootstrapped
(Figure 10a). To better elucidate differences in
sequence learning speed, Michaelis–Menten non-
linear regression curves were fitted to each individ-
ual (constraints as outlined above), and statistics
were run between groups utilizing the B1 value. A
one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference
in B1 values, F(3, 52) = 6.535, p = .001. Post hoc
analysis showed a significant difference between the
FO and Ø groups (MD = 0.847, p = .017), and
between the FO and FO2 groups (MD = 1.151,
p = .001, but no other significant differences
(Figure 10b).

Timing scores
A two-way ANOVA (Group × Time) revealed a
significant main effect of time, F(10, 520) =
9.786, p , .001, such that timing scores signifi-
cantly changed within groups across the study.
This increase in scores can be understood as
overall learning of the timing. Neither the main
effect of group, F(3, 52) = 2.631, p = .060, nor
the interaction effect, F(30, 520) = 2.323, p =
.086, was significant.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The studies undertaken have revealed some inter-
esting features of action–effect transfer during
observational learning. Although all subjects
achieved comparable action sequence competency
by the end of the study, the amount of time
needed to achieve said competency differed across
conditions in a manner that suggests that the
action–effect relationship present during obser-
vation impacts sequence learning during reproduc-
tion. However, this impact appears to differ
according to observational circumstance.

To begin, the Ø group from Experiment 1,
which had an identical action–effect condition to
that in the video, appeared to learn the sequence
faster than the FO group. Interestingly, when audi-
tory effects were added to the observational video,
the FO2 group appeared to learn the sequence
faster than the Ø2 group. Perhaps more interest-
ingly, when compared across experiments, the
groups that practised/performed utilizing the
same action–effects as the observed video (Ø and
FO2) did not show any significant difference, nor
did the two groups that practised/performed utiliz-
ing different action–effects from those in the
observed video (Ø2 and FO). These findings
support the action–effect transfer during observa-
tional learning hypothesis, at least with regards to

action sequence learning (not action timing).
Interestingly, the sequence scores for the Ø2

group did not differ significantly from those for
the Ø group. These findings suggest that adding
an auditory effect during reproduction (when one
is absent during observation) is somewhat detri-
mental to action sequence learning. However,
removing an auditory effect from reproduction
(when one is present during observation), although
still detrimental to action sequence learning,
appears to be less so.

However, additional findings from Experiment
1 appear to blur this simple correspondence some-
what. Rather than all unmatched action–effect
relationships impacting sequence learning in the
same way, it appears that the quality of the
unique practice/performance action–effect is
important. A look at the learning curves suggests
that, with more power, it might be possible to
obtain significant results showing a gradation
between learning conditions, such that the less pat-
terned and unpredictable the incongruent action–
effects are (as in the FD and R groups), the less
learning speed is negatively impacted. This idea
is, of course, mere speculation at this point;
however, this would certainly be an interesting
concept to investigate in future research.

Interestingly, although to this point we have
been discussing the Ø2 group in light of an

Figure 10. Combined experiments: (A) Average nonlinear regression curves for sequence scores; y axis = score; x axis = performance number

(time). (B) Time needed to reach half the maximum score (14.5). Error bars represent+2 standard errors. To view this figure in colour, please

visit the online version of this Journal.
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action–effect being “removed” (from the observa-
tional stage), it is equally possible that the silence
encountered during the reproduction stage was, in
itself, a novel secondary action effect. Put differ-
ently, just as we argue that learning in the FO
group probably suffered due to the introduction
of a secondary, predictable action–effect relation-
ship, so too may have the learning in the Ø2

group suffered for a similar reason. The only differ-
ence might be that the added tones in the FO group
required the relearning of five predictable action–
effect relationships (each key mapped to C–G on
the piano scale) whilst the removal of all tones in
the Ø2 group required the relearning of a single,
predictable action–effect relationship (each key
mapped to silence). Future experiments could
tease this out by increasing the number of action–
effect relationships utilized—say, by expanding
the piano sequence to include 10 keys. With 10
keys, one would expect individuals in the FO con-
dition to show a larger detriment than the one that
we found (as they must now relearn 10 action–
effect relationships) and members of the Ø2

group to show a similar detriment to the one that
we found (as they would still only have to learn
one new action–effect relationship).

A likely contributing factor to our results is the
transfer-appropriate processing (TAP) theory.
First explored and elucidated in the 1970s (Craik
& Lockhart 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975; Morris,
Bransford, & Franks, 1977), TAP proposes that
memory retrieval is enhanced when undertaken in
a manner identical to that experienced during
encoding (Lee, 1988). Although typically discussed
in the framework of future memory retrieval, inte-
gral to this theory is the assumption that all infor-
mation that coincides with a task during the
learning stage (e.g., action–effect congruence) will
demonstrate common network encoding
(Schendan & Kutas, 2007). The fact that, in this
study, participants who practised and performed
(memory retrieval) in a manner identical to the
observed video (memory encoding) outperformed
the other groups suggests that TAP was occurring.
Interestingly, the majority of work exploring TAP
to date has utilized active learning protocols (for
review: Roediger, Gallo, & Geraci, 2002). Our

results suggest that, perhaps, TAP occurs in the
observational sphere as well. More specifically, it is
possible that memory retrieval is enhanced when it
takes place in an environment/scenario identical to
that encountered during observation . Future exper-
iments can vary both the environment utilized in the
observational video and the environment utilized for
the practice/performance sections in order to deter-
mine how strong the TAP effect is in the observa-
tional learning domain.

The results obtained in these experiments hold
many potential implications. First, with the pro-
liferation of online classrooms and on-demand
instructional videos, observational learning is
quickly becoming a major tool for learners and tea-
chers alike. Our data suggest that action–effect
relationships are an important consideration, and,
although we are uncertain how it may be leveraged
to enhance learning, there are some things that
online educators can certainly do to avoid hindering
learning. Depending upon the type of lesson being
conveyed, it would appear beneficial to include
action effects that match those the learner will
most likely encounter during practice. For instance,
if one was designing a programme to aid stroke
victims recover pinch strength in their fingers, the
addition of unnecessary auditory cues or sound
effects (typically not present when one makes a
pinching motion) may lead to shallower learning
curves than leaving the observed action silent.
Similarly, if one is recording a video to teach
novice athletes the correct form for a golf swing,
the replacement of accurate action effects with nar-
ration may, again, hinder the speed with which the
complex action is learned.

There are several limitations to this study that
are worth noting. The first concerns sample size.
As we recruited only 12–15 individuals per group,
it is possible we may have missed several effects
that would be present or overemphasized several
effects that would diminish with more participants.
Accordingly, our results must be interpreted with
caution until similar research is undertaken. The
next limitation concerns translatability. Although
we have noted several potential applications of
our findings, it is important to remember that the
action learning task we utilized was relatively
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simple. The dynamics of an action–effect relation-
ship during observational learning of more complex
behaviours and/or cognitive skills may present dif-
ferently than here. Finally, as the standard error
estimates in our regression analysis were boot-
strapped, this carries the assumption that our data
are correlated within each group but independent
between each group. Though we have no obvious
reason to question this assumption, all aforemen-
tioned results using this analysis method should
be interpreted with caution.

Although interesting, this study is largely pre-
liminary and generates many questions open to
future investigation. For instance, how intimately
must the action and resultant effect be linked in
order to be coded together? Using our paradigm
as an example, what if a training video contained
a largely irrelevant but audible classical music
piece in the background? Would the presence or
absence of this classical track during practice
affect learning and performance? Also, beyond
action and auditory effect, what other sensory mod-
alities are susceptible to common coding? Would
flashing light effects elicit similar results? How
about tastes or scents? Beyond simply determining
that action–effects are transferred during observa-
tional learning, future research should focus on
ways to leverage this transfer in a bid to increase
and enhancing learning.
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